
WE SECURE YOUR IDENTITY 

Back in 2005, Swiss SafeLab 

recognized the potential of the 

proliferation of the mobile phone and 

its use for two-factor authentication 

processes. Today, with Swiss SafeLab 

M.ID Suite, Swiss SafeLab offers a 

purely software-based two-factor 

authentication solution.  It also 

includes, along with soft tokens (text, 

app, email, phone), its own hardware 

token – all Swiss made! 

For those users, who cannot or will not 

utilize soft tokens (for example, 

because of smartphone ban at work 

or voluntary renunciation of mobile 

devices), the Swiss SafeLab Token is 

the ideal solution. 

The use of the Swiss SafeLab Token is 

conceivably simple: The user enters 

his username and password, along 

with the currently displayed one-time 

password. 

The simple and comprehensible 

Named-User Licensing Model was 

also retained with the Swiss SafeLab 

Token: All Swiss SafeLab Token users 

acquire, in addition to the Swiss 

SafeLab M.ID User License, the Swiss 

SafeLab Token.  The costs of the Swiss 

SafeLab Tokens do not generate 

subscription fees.  The usage of the 

token is governed solely by the M.ID 

User License. 

In order to meet the highest security 

guidelines, the Swiss SafeLab tokens 

can also be programmed by the 

customer himself. 

Use our high quality tokens and 

protect your business and your 

sensitive data against unwanted 

access. 

Swiss SafeLab Token 

Our Security Token is Swiss made – for You from Us 

In this day and age, the IT infrastructure of companies is no longer 

physically and logically distinguishable from the internet.  That is why the 

flawless identification of a user is increasingly important, and tokens (one-

time passwords, OTPs) are an indispensable standard for authentication 

processes today. For this environment Swiss SafeLab offers a purely 

software-based solution, which is easily integrated into existing 

infrastructures.  

Strengths 

 easy licensing model 

 assembled by Swiss SafeLab 

 programmed by Swiss 

SafeLab 

 no use of a Master Seed 

 life span of up to 3 years 

depending environmental 

factors 

 on premise solution 

 no user training required 

 customizable design 

 

Fields Of Application 

 Citrix Web Interface 

 Microsoft OWA, RDS, TMG 

 SSL VPNs, RADIUS 
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